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Today's interactive webinar is designed to be a
comprehensive guide covering all you need to
know about grant writing. We will delve into the
intricacies of understanding various types of
grants, the components of a winning grant
proposals, the writing and submission process
and much more. 

Welcome to Grant Writing 

Dr. Edelia J. Carthan is President and
CEO of Carthan Enterprises
Consulting Firm, and has over 20
years of experience reading, writing,
and evaluating various proposals. 

About the Presenter 



“Grant Writing is the Art of convincing someone
to give you money for a specific purpose. It's
about painting a picture with words and
numbers,  showing the potential of what can be
achieved." Anonymous 

Quotes about Grant Writing 

“The most successful grant writers are those
who are as thorough in their research as they
as in their writing.  Understanding the funder is
just as important as understanding the project
you are pitching." Anonymous 



Grant Writing is a critical skill that involves
creating formal requests for financial support
from institutions like governments, corporations,
Foundations, or trusts. These requests, or grant
proposals, are comprehensive documents that
must persuasively outline a need or problem,
propose a clear solution or project, and provide
detailed plans for how the funds will be used.

Introduction to Grant Writing 



Introduction to Grant Writing 

It's more than just a means of securing funding;
it's a way to advance key initiatives,  drive social
change, support research and innovation, and
enable organizations and individuals to achieve
their goals. Effective grant writing can lead to
the successful implementation of vital projects
in various sectors, such as healthcare,
education, environment, and the arts. 



A grant is a sum of money given by an
organization, government, foundation, or other
entity to a recipient, typically for a specific
purpose. Unlike loans, grants do not need to be
repaid. 

What is a Grant

They are often awarded to fund
specific projects or initiatives, such
as research, education, health
programs, community development,
and various other public services or
endeavors.

Fund Specific Projects 



Common Misconceptions and
Challenges in Grant Writing 

Securing a grant doesn't end with submission.
Effective communication with the funding body,
including thank-you notes, progress reports,  
and compliance with grant terms, is crucial. 

Grant proposals must include clear plans for
how the impact of the project will be measured  
and evaluated.  This is often overlooked but it's
critical for demonstrating the project's success. 

Preparing a grant proposal is a time-consuming
process that involves research, planning, writing,  
and revision. It requires a significant
commitment of resources. 

Many people mistakenly believe that grants are
easy to obtain and are simply "free money." In
reality, grant writing is highly competitive and
requires a well-crafted proposal and thorough
understanding of the grantor's objectives. 

Many grant writers fail to adequately
address how the project will continue
once the grant period ends, a key
concern for most funders. (They do not
want to be your only source of funding).

Another misconception is that a single
proposal can be submitted to multiple
funders without customization. Successful
grant writing involves tailoring each
proposal to meet the specific interests
and guidelines of each funder.

Overlooking the Importance of Follow-up 

Ignoring Evaluation and Impact
Measurement The Time & Effort Required

The "Free  Money" Myth

Neglecting the Sustainability  Plan
One Size Fits All Proposals 



Types of Grants

Provided for scientific research in fields like medicine, technology, social
sciences.

Funds for educational institutions, teachers, or students, often for
scholarships, school projects, or teacher development.

Financial support for businesses, often focusing on startups, small
businesses, or specific industries.

Given to nonprofit organizations for community service projects, social
programs, or organizational support.

Funding for medical research, public health initiatives, or healthcare
services.

Research Grants

Educational Grants

Business Grants

Nonprofit Grants

Healthcare Grants

Grants come in various types, each serving different purposes and target
groups. Some common types of grants include:



Types of Grants

Support for artists, cultural institutions, and arts projects.

For environmental conservation, sustainability projects, or research on
ecological issues.

Government Grants: Offered by government agencies for various
purposes, including infrastructure, public services, or economic
development.

These require the recipient to raise a certain amount of funds to match
the grant amount, often encouraging collaboration and investment from
other sources.

Awarded to individuals for education, research, or professional
development. They are common in academia and may cover tuition,
living expenses, or research costs.

Arts and Cultural Grants

Environmental Grants

Government Grants

Matching Grants

Fellowships and Scholarships

Grants come in various types, each serving different purposes and target
groups. Some common types of grants include:



Key Components of a
Grant Proposal

A concise overview of your
project and funding needs.

Executive Summary 
Abstract 

Clearly articulate the problem
or need your project addresses.

Statement of Need

Detailed explanation of the
project, including objectives,
methods, and anticipated
outcomes. 

Project Description 

A realistic and detailed budget,
specifying how the grant funds
will be utilized. 

Budget



Ket Components of a 
Grant Proposal 

Also known as budget
justification or budget
explanation, is a crucial
component of a grant proposal
that provides a detailed
description and rationale for
the expenses outlined in the
budget. 

Budget Narrative

Background information about
your institution, business or
organization, including mission,
history and achievements. 

Organization
Information 

A strategic approach to ensure  
long-term viability and
continuous impact. 

Sustainability Plan 

How the success of the project
will be measured and
evaluated. 

Evaluation Plan



Key Components of a
Grant Proposal

Specific, measurable goals the
project aims to achieve.
Objectives should be clear and
concise,  providing a roadmap
for project activities. 

Goals and Objectives 

This outlines the specific
activities or steps that will be
taken to achieve the objectives,  
including timelines and
responsible personnel. 

Methods or Project Plan

A brief introduction to your
organization and the specific
request. It should be engaging
and summarize the proposals
main point. 

If electronic, attach with
supporting documents. 

Cover Letter

Additional documents that
support the proposal, like
organizational charts, staff
resumes, letters of support,  
maps, photographs, etc. 

Appendices or
Supporting Materials 



Key Takeaways in Grant
Writing 

Customize each proposal to
reflect the specific founder's
guidelines and interests. 

Tailor Your Proposal 

Meticulously adhere to all the
requirements and guidelines
set by the funder.

Attention to
Detail 

Write in a clear, concise, and
compelling manner, avoiding
jargon and technical language
when possible. 

Clear Communication 

Use data and evidence to back
up your statements and claims,
reinforcing the credibility and
viability of your project. 

Evidence and Support 



The narrative section of a grant proposal is
essentially the storytelling part, where you paint
a comprehensive picture of your project.  It's the
main body of your proposal, providing a
detailed description of what you plan to do and
why it matters. 

Key Components of Grant Writing 

The heart of the proposal, telling the story of your project. 

Includes background information, statement of need, project
description, and expected impact. 

Engages the reader, explains the significance of the project,  and
demonstrates its necessity. 

Definition 

Content 

Purpose 

The Narrative 



Objectives and goals in a grant proposal are
the specific, measurable outcomes that your
project aims to achieve. They are benchmarks
against which the success of the project will be
evaluated. 

Key Components of Grant Writing 

Clear, specific, and measurable outcomes the projectaims to achieve. . 

Include short-term and long-termgoals, with specific,  achievable,  
and relevant objectives. 

Provides a roadmap for the project, showing how it aligns with the
funder's mission and your  organization's capacities. 

Definition 

Content 

Purpose 

Objectives and Goals



The budget in a grant proposal is a
comprehensive financial outline that details all
anticipated income and expenses associated
with the project. It is a crucial component that
gives a clear picture of the economic aspects
of the proposal. 

Key Components of Grant Writing 

A detailed financial representation of the project. 

Includes all expected income and expenses, broken down into specific
categories (personnel,  materials,  travel, etc.).

Shows the funder exactly how their money will be used and
demonstrates your project 's financial feasibility and sustainability. 

Definition 

Content 

Purpose 

The Budget



Tips for Storytelling in Proposals

Begin with an attention-grabbing statements or story that sets the stage
for your for proposal. This could be an anecdote,  a surprising fact, or a
compelling question that relates directly to the core objective of your
project. 

Paint a clear picture of the situation or problem your proposal addresses.
Use descriptive language to evoke emotions and create a strong
connection with the reader.

Use real-life examples, testimonials, or case studies to illustrate the
impact of your project or the gravity of the problem you're addressing.
This approach makes your narrative more relatable and persuasive. 

Tailor your narrative to resonate with your audience's values, interests,
and priorities. Understanding what matters to your audience helps in
aligning your story with their expectations. 

Structure your narrative to take the reader on a journey from identifying
the problem, through the proposed solution, to the envisioned impact.
This creates a logical flow that is easy to follow. 

Engage with a Strong Opening 

Use Vivid Descriptions

Show, Don't Just Tell

Connect with Your Audience

Incorporate a Clear Journey 



Importance of Clarity and Conciseness

Use simple,  clear language to ensure your narrative is accessible to a
broad audience.  Avoid technical jargon or acronyms that might be
unfamiliar to your readers. 

While storytelling is important, it's equally crucial to be concise. Get to the
point quickly without meandering or including unnecessary details. 

Emphasize the most critical aspects of your proposal. Use bullet points or
headers to draw attention to main ideas and make the document easy
to scan.

Provide enough detail to give a complete understanding of the project
without overwhelming the reader. Strive for a narrative that is
comprehensive yet succinct. 

Always review your narrative for clarity and conciseness. Get feedback
from colleagues or peers, as a fresh set of eyes can help identify areas
for improvement. 

Avoid Jargon and Complex Language 

Be Precise and To-the-Point

Highlight Key Points 

Balance Detail with Brevity

Review and Revise





Tips for Creating a Realistic Budget 

Identify which expenses are essential for the
project's success and prioritize them. This
helps in allocating funds more efficiently and
makes it easier to make adjustments if
needed. 

Start by listing all potential expenses related to
your project. This includes direct costs like
personnel, materials,  and travel, as well as
indirect costs like overheads and
administrative fees.

Always Include a Contingency fund (typically
5-10% of the total budget) to cover unexpected
expenses or price fluctuations. 

Conduct thorough research to estimate the
cost of each item. Get quotes from suppliers or
use historical data from similar projects to
ensure accuracy in your estimations. 

Prioritize Expenses Comprehensive Expense Listing 

Include a Contingency FundResearch and Price Estimation 

Regular Review and Adjustment

Be prepared to review and adjust your budget
as the project progresses. Flexibility is key to
managing unforeseen financial changes. 

A well-planned and justified budget reflects
transparency and accountability. It builds trust  
with the funder and enhances the credibility of
your proposal. 

Transparency and Accountability 



The Role of Research in
Strengthening Proposals 

High-quality research underpins the
credibility of your proposal, demonstrating
a deep understanding of the problem and
proposed solutions. 

Through research, gaps in existing
solutions can be identified, positioning your
proposal as a necessary intervention. 

Foundation of
Credibility 

Identification of Gaps

Evidence-Based
Solutions 

Research helps in identifying evidence-
based strategies, ensuring that the
proposed solutions are effective and
viable. 

Tailored Approach 
It allows for the customization of solutions
to specific community needs, enhancing
the relevance and impact of the proposal. 



Types of Supporting Data to Include 

Quantitative evidence showing the magnitude of the problem and
potential impact of the solution. 

Real-life examples or success stories that illustrate the effectiveness of
similar interventions.

Insights and endorsements from subject matter experts to lend authority
to your proposal. 

Data comparing the problem and solutions in similar contexts,
highlighting the uniqueness or superiority of your approach. 

Direct input from the community or stakeholders, underscoring the need
and support for your proposal. 

Statistical Data

Case Studies 

Expert Opinions 

Comparative Analysis 

Community Feedback 

Incorporating solid research and diverse data types not only strengthens
your proposal but also showcases your thorough preparation and
commitment to the cause.



Common Pitfalls to Avoid

Avoid making unrealistic promises about the outcomes of the project.  
Set achievable and measurable goals.

Not adhering to the specific guidelines and requirements of the funding
body, such as format, word count, and submission process. 

Failing to back up claims with solid research and data can undermine
the credibility of your proposal. 

An unrealistic or poorly detailed budget can be a red flag. Ensure that
the budget is comprehensive and aligns with the project's needs. 

Grammatical errors, typos, and inconsistencies can detract from the
professionalism of your proposal. Thoroughly proofread before
submission. 

Overpromising

Ignoring Guidelines 

Insufficient Research 

Neglecting the Budget 

Failure to Proofread 

An effective proposal is not just about what you have to say, but how you
say it. Pay attention to both content and presentation. 



Tips for Creating a Realistic Budget 

Pay close attention to format specifications
such as font type, size, margins, and spacing.
Most grants are electronic and have word
counts. 

Before starting, ensure you understand every
aspect of the guidelines.  Look out for specific
requirements on format, length, and content. 

Collect and organize any required supporting
documents such as letters of support,  permits,
or proof of non-profit status. 

Develop a checklist based on the submission
requirements. This will serve as a roadmap
and help ensure no elements are missed. 

Adhere to Format Specifications Reading and Understand
Guidelines Thoroughly 

Prepare Supporting Documents Create a Checklist 

Organize Documents 
Systematically 

Arrange your documents in the order specified
in the guidelines.  Label and number pages if
required. 

Be aware of the submission deadline and
method (online, mail, etc.). Allow time for
potential technical difficulties and plan to
submit early if possible. 

Plan for Submission 



What to do After Submitting the Proposal 

Stay engaged in your field of work. Continue
researching and networking to keep your
proposal relevant and to gather support. 

Ensure you receive a confirmation that your
proposal has been received. If submitting
electronically, save any confirmation emails.

Plan for various outcomes-approval, rejection,
or a request for more information. This
preparation helps in responding effectively in
any situation. 

Keep a copy of the submitted proposal and all
correspondence for your records.  This is
important for future reference and
accountability. 

Continue Research and Networking 
Confirmation of Receipt

Prepare for Possible Outcomes Record Keeping 

Follow-Up
Mark your calendar with the date by which you
expect to hear back. If you haven't received a
response by then, a polite follow-up is
appropriate. 

Regularly check your email and the funding
agency's website for updates regarding the
proposal review process and timelines. 

Stay Informed 



Managing Expectations 

Understand that the review process can be lengthy.  Patience is essential
during this waiting period. 

Recognize that not all proposals are funded. Be prepared for any
outcome during this waiting period. 

If your proposal is not accepted,  seek feedback from the funding
agency. This can provide invaluable insights for future proposals.

Regardless of the outcome, maintain a positive attitude. Use the post-
submission period to refine your project plan and explore other funding
opportunities. 

If your proposal is successful begin planning for the next steps in project
implementation. If not, use the feedback to strengthen your proposal for
resubmission or for other opportunities. 

Patience is Key

Be Realistic 

Plan for Feedback 

Stay Positive and Proactive 

Next Steps Planning 



Ask Questions or Share Experiences 

Open Forum for
Queries 

Questions & Answers 

Interactive
Learning 

Share Your Experiences 

Support & Guidance 



Dr. Edelia J. Carthan 
President and CEO Business Analyst Communications 

Darren Armstrong Jakyrannee Phillips 

Meet Our Best Team



Carthan Enterprises, LLC is a multifaceted consulting
firm specializing in a range of services to cater to our
clients' needs. Our core services include: 

Grant Writing 
Strategic Planning 
Business Evaluations 
Course Development 
Request for Proposals 

Drcarthan@yahoo.com

769.447.8313 

www.CarthanEnterprises.com

Virtual Consulting Firm 

Contact Us
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F o r  Y o u r  A t t e n t i o n

Carthan Enterprises 
A Professional Consulting Firm 
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